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Fact sheet

Participants
ICTHIC is an international conference, held in Bergamo (Italy) every two years, attended by delegates from about 30 countries.

From the first to the last edition there has been a great increase of the participation.

Abstracts

Also the number of scientific works sent to ICTHIC to be considered for presentation has greatly increased year after year.

Number of Participants

510

Abstracts received

122

Congress Proceedings

The proceedings of all the editions of ICTHIC have been published in international Scientific Journals:


Sponsors

Pharmaceutical and Laboratory product companies have demonstrated a remarkable interest in participating at ICTHIC. This is testified by the many satellite symposia planned, the several unrestricted educational grants awarded, and the interesting technical exhibitions. Many sponsorship opportunities are available: if interested please contact the organizing secretariat (please find addresses below).

Auspices

ICTHIC has gained increasing consideration by important institutions and distinguished scientific societies, indicating its preminent role in the field of thrombosis and cancer.

Auspices granted

Continuing Medical Education

ICTHIC is fully accredited for Continuing Medical Education.

The last edition (held in 2007) has received the following accreditations:

- European Hematology Association (EHA): 14 CME points for European Medical Hematologists.
- European Society for Medical Oncology (ESMO) : 15 ESMO-MORA category 1 points for European Medical Oncologists.
- Italian Ministry of Health (for Italian participants): 8 CME credits for Medical Doctors and Biologists, 10 CME for Laboratory Technicians.
**Social Events**
In addition to the high level of the scientific program, ICTHIC is recognized also for the elevated standard of the social events. The Welcome Ceremony with the Get-Together Party, the Gala Dinner and the Farewell Party take place in the most beautiful historic places of the city of Bergamo and its surroundings. The ambience of these occasions has been greatly appreciated by the congress participants.

**Dates of the editions**
- First Ed.= November 2-4, 2001
- Second Ed.= September 19-21, 2003
- Third Ed.= October 14-16, 2005
- **Fifth Edition= April 23-25, 2010**

**Congress website**
[www.icthic.com](http://www.icthic.com)

**Organizing Secretariat**

C.E.C. Srl - Servizi Congressuali ed Eventi Culturali  
Via Verdi 18  
24121 Bergamo - Italy

Phone +39.035.249899 - Fax +39.035.237852  
E-mail info@bergamoconference.com

*Bergamo, July 25th, 2008*